We present WIYN observations of the recently discovered And IX dwarf spheroidal (dSph) satellite galaxy of M 31. Our data, obtained at a natural seeing of 0.5 ′′ and just reaching the horizontal branch level, confirm And IX as a dSph galaxy with a distance similar to M 31. A survey for carbon stars shows no evidence for an intermediate-age (1-10 Gyr) stellar population in And IX. From the red giant branch we estimate a metallicity of roughly −2 dex. Combined with the tip of the red giant branch luminosity, this results in a distance of 735 kpc, placing And IX approximately 45 kpc from M 31. This faint dSph follows the relations between luminosity and metallicity, and luminosity and surface brightness defined by other Local Group dSph galaxies. The core and tidal radii are found to be 1.35 ′ and 5.9 ′ , respectively. We conclude that And IX-despite its low luminosity -might be an ordinary Local Group dSph and discuss implications for its formation from a once more massive, but stripped progenitor or from an intrinsically low-mass seed.
INTRODUCTION
The galaxy census of the Local Group (LG) remains incomplete. Only five years ago four new LG members were discovered, increasing the total census to 36. All of the new galaxies turned out to be dwarf spheroidal (dSph) galaxies, the faintest, apparently least massive, most diffuse and gas-deficient galaxy type known (for a detailed discussion of dSph properties, see Grebel, Gallagher, & Harbeck 2003) . The new discoveries add to the faint end of the galaxy luminosity function of the LG (Grebel 1999) , but are far too few to compensate for the observed lack of low-mass dwarf galaxies as compared to the cosmologically predicted high number of low-mass dark matter halos (e.g., Moore et al. 1999) . The new dwarfs were detected on POSS-I, POSS-II, and ESO/SERC EJ plates. Thorough visual all-sky searches of these photographic data have since been completed without revealing additional LG members (e.g., Karachentsev et al. 2000; Whiting et al. 2002) . This suggested that only very few future detections were to be expected, possibly in regions of reduced sensitivity in the photographic plates or in areas of high dust obscuration, unless there is a population of dwarf galaxies with fainter surface brightness than currently known.
Recently a new candidate LG member was found in Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) data (Zucker et al. 2004) . It was named Andromeda IX since it seems to be a dSph companion of M31. Zucker et al. report the detection of an apparent metal-poor upper red giant branch (RGB) traced to approximately 2 mag below its tip, and estimate a distance of ∼ 790 kpc. With (Zucker et al. 2004) , And IX would then be the lowest luminosity galaxy known. If confirmed, this raises a number of important questions: Is there a vast population of these extremely low-luminosity dwarfs in the LG and elsewhere still awaiting detection, which may now become feasible with sensitive and homogeneous imaging surveys? What are the properties of these objects? Are they simply the faint extension of the known dSph population? Do they show evidence for intrinsic population gradients as seen in the old populations of "normal" dSphs (Harbeck et al. 2001) , indicative of extended star formation episodes? Do these objects share a common epoch of ancient star formation as expected from reionization scenarios (see, e.g., ? How faint are the least massive dark matter halos that still contain baryonic mass? Does the galaxy luminosity function rise sharply at its faint end? The first step toward a better understanding of these questions is an indepth study of the unusual object And IX. In this Letter, we present deep ground-based photometry of And IX to verify its status as a LG member and M31 companion and to uncover its properties.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
And IX was observed during the photometric night of 2004 September 22 with the WIYN 3.5-m telescope 5 . We used the OPTIC detector, which is a mosaic camera consisting of two orthogonal transfer CCDs with a total field of view of 9.5 ′ × 9.5 ′ . The two CCDs have an increased red sensitivity. During our observations of And IX the seeing was always better than 0.5 ′′ . With And IX centered on chip #2, which is free of cosmetic defects, we obtained two 500 sec images in the V band, one 500 sec exposure in the I band, and 3×500 sec exposures in two narrow-band filters centered on the near-infrared TiO and CN bands. These narrowband filters provide a reliable method to identify carbon stars (see., e.g., Cook, Aaronson, & Norris 1986; Harbeck, Gallagher, & Grebel 2004) . The data were reduced in a standard way including overscan, bias, and flat field corrections. If multiple images in one filter were available, we combined these images with cosmic ray rejection enabled.
From the reduced images we obtained stellar photometry using the DAOPHOT implementation under IRAF 6 . We additionally obtained observations of five standard star fields (Landolt 1992) in the V and I filters from which we derived the photometric solution. Then we transformed our instrumental magnitudes to the Landolt system, including aperture-PSF shift, photometric zeropoint, and first order color and airmass terms.
RESULTS

Color-magnitude diagram, distance, and metallicity
We present the resulting color-magnitude diagram (CMD) of And IX in Fig. 1 . We plot only objects that are likely point sources according to their DAOPHOT sharpness and chi parameters. Owing to the excellent seeing and to the longer exposure times, our data go roughly 2.5 mag deeper than the data available in the discovery paper (Zucker et al. 2004) . Stars within 1.25
′ of the galaxy center are marked with larger dots in the CMD. While the total stellar density is low compared to the background contamination, a steep red giant branch is clearly visible, although this RGB is only sparsely populated. At a luminosity of I ∼ 24.5, approximately 1 mag above our detection limit, a possible horizontal branch and/or an old red clump become apparent. There is no indication of a luminous blue main sequence. Thus our observations confirm And IX as a nearby dwarf galaxy; confusion with a background galaxy (as happened with And IV, Ferguson, Gallagher, & Wyse 2000) can be ruled out.
The CMD shows what appears to be a second, but considerably more metal-rich RGB that extends beyond (V − I) > 2.5 mag. Stars along this wide feature do not show any obvious concentration toward the center of And IX. Considering that the projected distance to M31's center is only ∼30 kpc, it seems likely that many of the "background" stars in the CMD belong in fact to the extended outer disk or to the halo of M31. In contrast to the Galactic halo, M31's halo is considerably more metal-rich with a metallicity peak at [Fe/H] ∼ −0.5 dex (Durrell, Harris, & Pritchet 2004) , consistent with the location of the red stars in our CMD.
We use the I-band luminosity function for stars with (V − I) ≤ 2 mag and with a radial distance ≤ 1.25' (see Fig. 2 ) to measure the luminosity of the tip of the RGB (TRGB) to I T RGB = 20.53 mag (same procedure as in Grebel & Guhathakurta 1999) . Due to the sparse sampling of the RGB the single brightest RGB star in And IX's central region determines the rise of the luminosity function (compare with Fig 1) . Given the uncertainties in the photometric calibration and the very few stars near the RGB tip we assume a conservative uncertainty of ∆I T RGB = 0.1 mag. Confusion problems due to M31's field population, which is at roughly the same distance, aggravate the distance determination for And IX. However, since there is a clear increase of RGB candidate stars as well as a possible increase of red horizontal branch stars at the location of And IX, we are confident about our TRGB distance estimate. We use an absolute I band luminosity of (2004) within 0.03 mag, the different distance modulus is due to a different adopted metallicity (our -2.0 dex vs. their -1.5 dex), which alters the absolute TRGB luminosity. And IX's distance modulus corresponds to a distance of 735 ± 15 kpc. If we adopt the Cepheid distance of 770 kpc to M31 (Madore & Freedman 1991) , this yields a deprojected distance of 45 ± 15 kpc between And IX and M 31's center; this confirms that And IX is not only a plausible M 31 satellite, but also may be its closest dSph companion.
Metallicity
In the CMD in Fig. 1 (Harris 1996) . The fiducials have been reddened adopting a foreground reddening of E(B−V)=0.076 and shifted according to And IX's distance modulus. The comparison of its RGB with the fiducials suggests that And IX has a low metallicity in the range of −2 dex, or even lower. This metallicity estimate, however, is valid for stellar ages of order of 10 Gyr or older only, an assumption that is justified given the lack of indication of younger stellar populations in And IX. Independent qualitative support for the And IX distance derived in Section 3.1 comes from the good match between the observed RGB and the fiducials (cf. Fig. 1 ).
Carbon Stars
Our observations in the two narrow band filters allow us to identify carbon stars in the field of And IX. The survey technique described in detail in Harbeck, Gallagher, & Grebel (2004) , where we searched for carbon stars as tracers of intermediate-age (1-10 Gyr) stellar populations in the M 31 dSph satellites And III, And V, And VI and And VII. With the same selection criteria as given in our earlier paper we are able to identify one carbon star candidate in the sight line of And IX (plotted with a filled circle in Fig 1) . However, the proximity of M 31 makes membership confirmation of this carbon star by its radial velocity essential for further conclusions, since it could also be a member of M 31's extended disk population (see Battinelli, Demers, & Letarte 2003) . We conclude here that -based on the C star survey -there is no evidence for a substantial intermediate-age stellar population in And IX, which is further corroborated by the apparent absence of any noticeable number of luminous asymptotic branch stars above the TRGB. However, due to the small number of stars in And IX, the statistical reliability of this method is reduced. In any case we do not expect a substantial contamination of the TRGB region by younger RGB stars, further improving the reliability of the TRGB distance derived in Sect. 3.1.
Spatial distribution and stellar density profile
The two dimensional density distribution of And IX's RGB stars (Fig. 4) shows a very clumpy structure, which is likely attributed to the scarcity of stars along the RGB. There is no evidence for an elongation in the direction of M31, which might be expected if tidal forces were at work.
We present the stellar density profile for stars in the RGB region of the And IX CMD in Fig. 3 , assuming a radially symmetric distribution; the sparse sampling does not permit us to derive further parameters such as ellipticity or position angle, and we use the same center as in Zucker et al. (2004) . We use a theoretical King profile (King 1962 ) as well as a general exponential Sérsic profile (Sérsic 1968) to parameterize the radial density distribution (Fig. 3) . We find the core radius (r c ) and tidal radius (r t ) of And IX to be 1.35 ′ and 5.9 ′ , respectively, for the King fit. The Sérsic profile results in a half light radius of 1.43
′ and an exponent of 1.6. The half-light radius is in accordance with the one used in Huxor et al. (2004) . In their Fig. 7 , And IX half-light radius match those of other dSphs, too, in contrast to star clusters. As our study still suffers from low number statistics, future deeper studies will be able to increase the significance of the structural parameters.
Global properties
The luminosity-metallicity relation of LG dSph galaxies is plotted in Fig. 5 (lower panel) . Given its low luminosity, And IX fits the general luminosity-metallicity Error bars represent the range of metallicities in a galaxy. And IX, the least massive dSph in this system, clearly fits into the relation, which argues that And IX is a primordial low-mass dwarf galaxy rather than tidal debris of a more massive dwarf galaxy. The data are from Grebel, Gallagher, & Harbeck (2003) , Zucker et al. (2004) , and this work. The luminosity surface brightness relation of LG dSph galaxies is shown in the middle panel. While And IX has a very low surface brightness, within the scatter it fits well into the general trend of the other dSphs. Filled circles refer to M 31 dSphs, while open circles represent other LG dSph galaxies. The upper panel shows the ratio of the tidal radius to the core radius (data from compilation in Harbeck et al. 2001 and Hatzidimitriou 1995). relation that is followed by dSph galaxies (Grebel et al. 2003) . In Fig. 5 (middle panel) we plot the luminosity against the surface brightness; although the surface brightness of And IX is remarkably low, it appears to follow the general trend of LG galaxies. The ratio of the tidal radius to the core radius ( rt rc ) is well within the range of other LG dSph galaxies (Fig. 5 upper panel) . Apart from its low luminosity, And IX compares well to other LG dSph galaxies.
CONCLUSIONS
Our WIYN observations confirm that And IX is a dSph companion of M 31 as previously claimed by Zucker et al. (2004) and McConnachie et al. (2004) on the basis of shallower observations. Its low metallicity is consistent with the low luminosity of this galaxy and fits well into the M V -[Fe/H] relation of the LG dSph system. We are not able to detect a significant population of carbon stars in And IX, nor do we see evidence for a bright main sequence, extended AGB, or a young red clump in the color magnitude diagram, which suggests that there is no substantial population of intermediate-age stars present. Our observations imply that And IX is indeed an old, sparse, very metal-deficient dSph galaxy.
Ancient dwarf galaxies such as And IX with extremely low baryonic masses are of special interest in constraining theories of galaxy formation. For example, in models with strong feedback or severe repression of early gas accretion during reionization, such galaxies are difficult to form (e.g., Thoul & Weinberg 1996 , Shapiro, Iliev, & Raga 2004 ). An alternative approach produces low baryon mass galaxies via interactions including stripping of what initially were larger objects (Mayer et al. 2001a,b; Kravtsov, Gnedin, & Klypin 2004 and references therein). The properties of And IX, the least massive of M31's satellites, allows us to place additional constraints on such models.
A key factor is the apparently normal position of And IX in the luminosity-metallicity and luminosity-µ V diagrams for dSph galaxies. This precludes its being a product of a galaxy that once had a significantly larger stellar mass. Observations show that more massive dSph systems have higher metallicities, even when, as in the M31 satellites, they consist almost entirely of stars older than 8-10 Gyr (e.g., Harbeck et al. 2001; Da Costa, Armandroff, & Caldwell 2002; Harbeck, Gallagher, & Grebel 2004) . If small galaxies are simply the central remnants of larger objects then they should have a metallicity appropriate to their state when most of their stars formed. Thus if the stripping occurred after more than 3-4 Gyr following formation, when the M31 dSphs were nearly chemical mature, then the metallicity of a remnant such as And IX should be higher than expected for its present day luminosity.
Making a low metallicity galaxy like And IX from a more massive object therefore requires that the baryon reservoir is removed at an early time, before the galaxy could chemically enrich itself (see Grebel & Gallagher 2004 and references therein) . As a result the ratio of baryonic to dark matter masses could be well below the cosmic value. Unfortunately, the tidal stripping models of Kravtsov, Gnedin, & Klypin (2004) require 3-4 Gyr for large amounts of stellar mass to be stripped, and none of these models reach the stellar mass level of And IX. Possibly ram pressure stripping of the ISM played an equally important role, as suggested more generally for the production of dSphs by Grebel, Gallagher, & Harbeck (2003) . The present day proximity of And IX to M 31 suggests it is in a close orbit, which might argue for enhanced gas stripping in its early evolution.
Of course And IX may simply be an intrinsically low mass galaxy. In this case the issue becomes balancing the ease of gas loss, especially when near a giant galaxy that is forming, against the need to form some stars. The possibility that even very low mass galaxies may be able to make stars if they collapse at sufficiently high redshifts (Barkana & Loeb 1999; Dijkstra et al. 2004; then is a critical factor. Furthermore, low mass galaxies are the most likely survivors on close orbits since they experience less dynamical friction (e.g., Taylor & Babul 2001) .
In summary, And IX appears to be a low mass but otherwise normal dSph galaxy. The detection of one additional dSph satellite of M31 does not in itself solve the problem of missing satellites in galaxy halos (Moore et al. 1999) . However, the presence of a system with such a low stellar density in the proximity of M31 raises the possibility that dark halos may exist with very low stellar masses which could be missed even in existing surveys.
